
BOTOX 
 
Has it started to feel like the natural aging process is impacting your appearance? Are you frustrated with 
skin that does not seem as firm or smooth as before, but a surgical procedure does not feel right for you? 
BOTOX may be the answer to your concerns! Learn more about this injectable aesthetic treatment during 
a consultation with us. 
 
What Is BOTOX? 
 
BOTOX® is an FDA-approved injectable treatment option. This non-surgical, minimally invasive treatment 
option harnesses the power of botulinum protein A to promote a smooth, relaxed appearance. When 
administered, it prevents a nerve signal from reaching muscles. This prevents muscles from contracting, 
blocking the ability of a line to form or worsen. 
 
BOTOX may be used to improve the appearance of concerns like: 
 

● Crow’s feet 
● Forehead lines 
● Frown lines 

 
Due to the nature of this injectable, it may only be used for specific types of lines and wrinkles. It is not 
effective for lines created by sun damage, smoker’s lines, or similar concerns. 
 
What Are Dynamic Lines and Wrinkles? 
 
Dynamic lines and wrinkles are created by natural facial movements. They are a result of skin moving as 
muscles contract. These are the only lines or signs of aging that may be addressed with BOTOX. 
 
What Does the Treatment Process Involve? 
 
BOTOX is fairly simple injectable treatment process. It is administered on an outpatient basis in the 
comfort of our office. Each injection is carefully administered into the area of concern. 
 
There is little to no discomfort associated with the treatment process. You may experience some slight 
pinching at the injection site, but it is over before you know it! Treatment sessions are relatively short, and 
as there is no set downtime associated with the process, you should be able to get right back to your 
everyday activities. 
 
Results achieved with BOTOX will vary for each person and the concerns they treat. However, most 
people see an improvement shortly after their first treatment. To achieve and maintain the best results, a 
series of treatments is recommended. 
 
Is This Treatment Right for Me? 
 
Most generally healthy candidates may qualify as candidates for BOTOX! This injectable treatment may 
be right for you if you: 



 
● Are frustrated with the effects of the natural aging process 
● Are seeking non-surgical alternatives to anti-aging treatments 
● Have realistic goals and expectations for treatment 

 
A consultation with our dedicated professionals will help insure this neuromodulator is a good fit for you. 
You can discuss your health, bring up your concerns, and review your treatment options. All of this will be 
used to develop your personalized treatment plan! 
 
Schedule Your Consultation! 
 
Interested in learning more about your options for achieving a relaxed, youthful appearance? Contact us 
today and schedule your consultation to learn more about BOTOX! Our professional staff is dedicated to 
helping you achieve your aesthetic goals, and we look forward to helping you find the best treatment for 
you! 
 


